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"It takes one minute to be great and one person can activate it just as it takes

one minute to fall and one person can also activate it"

Lanre Sharafa

September was a busy month on our "borderless motivational space".

Ifesinachi Nwayanwu asked us "why waste it?" in his feature article. This

award winning self-taught visual artist, playwright,

poet, philosopher, environmental activist and Nigerian cultural

Ambassador, explained how using waste to create conversational and

inspiring art pieces is the way forward.

Dr Amaka Azie, was on hand to inspire us with her case of "multiple talents

and the melodies of love".  In it, she told how we need to pursue our dreams

and not the dream of others as well as the fact that it is never too late to

pursue ones dreams in life. Along came the independence celebration of

the most populousblack nation in the world - Nigeria on October 1st and

on 

hand to help the world and Nigerians reflect on "Nigeria's Destiny Call" was
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Rev. Father Michael Achile.   

 

When Eric Thomas came to London - Urban Life 2016 chronicled the events

at the recent visit of one of the world's most inspirational speakers to

London. It was epic to have a hall filled with over 2000 persons. Eric

Thomas explained how the problem with most of us is that we are all trying

to climb a mountain most of the time since we suffer a lack of proper

insight as to who we truly are and what strength lies within. He emphasized

how we need to change our mindset and start speaking to the mountain to

move instead.

The Regional Entrepreneurs Empowerment Business Awards  known as

R.E.E.B.A made history on the 24th September 2016 on board the luxurious

Dixie Queen down the River Thames. Oasis Radio and Loretta Reveals

were present at this very inspiring event.

The event had a grand opening and was hosted by Dr. Dickson Aleroh and

Cathy Ballard, both mentors and change making Entrepreneurs in their
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fields. The Deputy Mayor of Southwark Councilor Charlie Smith, who

presented the adult category awards, gave a brief speech about not giving

up on your dreams and showed the guests round on board his beloved

Southwark landmark on the River Thames. The Young Mayor of Lewisham,

Emmanuel Olaniyan, presented awards to the youth category winners,

encouraging the younger generation that dreams are possible. Ms Ché Ann

and her team of talented ambassadors Martin Stevens and Anaya Kamara

have done well this year. They persist at actualizing their continued vision

of recognizing those individuals who step out of their comfort zone to do

what they love most, yet they continue impacting others and making a

difference while doing it. 

October on LR Motivational space is on full swing. What does lipstick

laptops and a Professor have in common?  You sure need to stick with us

this month if you wish to find out. Our previously adverted second e-book

series goes live at the beginning of next month so make it a date.

 

Once again, remember to always surround your self with the right influence

- positive influence. Actively seek out those things and people who add

value and a positive meaning to your life. Now, do not stop at receiving -

you also, seek to add value to another person's life. That way, we build our
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web of support, which is one sure thing that humanity requires, most in

todays world. If you doubt this, watch the ants.

 

Download eBook Now=> The 10 Big Achievement Principles (BAPs) 
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